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Abstract 

The issue of graph recognition has been not al- 
ways investigated until today though the subjects on 
the document image understanding are very interest 
and have proposed many methods/systems. This is 
partly because the graph reading is not yet suffi- 
ciently recognized in the practical applications, and 
partly because the graph recognition is more difficult 
than the ordinary document analysis/recognition. 

In this paper, we address an analysis problem of 
graph structures: especially, we concentrate on the 
recognition method of composite elements on bar 
graphs. The knowledge about layout structures is 
called the layout knowledge. We propose the repre- 
sentation form of this layout knowledge clearly, and 
make it explicit that our approach based on this 
layout knowledge can analyze/recognize the graph 
structures effectively. 

1 Introduction 

The graphs are commonly used to represent the 
measurement among transitional states orland the 
difference among individual items graphically. The 
issue on graph recognition is an objective to  col- 
lect such information automatically from graph im- 
ages. This issue has been not always investigated 
sufficiently until today though the subjects on the 
document image understanding are very interest 
and have proposed many methods/systems. This 
is partly because the importance of graph reading 
is not yet sufficiently recognized in the practical ap- 
plications, and partly because the graph recognition 
is more difficult than the ordinary document anal- 
ysis/recognition. Even if the documents contained 
some pictures/figures, in the document image under- 
standing these components except character/symbol 
strings have been excluded in many cases from the 
main recognition objects [I, 21. A few researchers 
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treated graphs: for example, M.Koga et.a1[3] and 
R.P.Futrelle[4], but they did not focus on the recog- 
nition of data represented by graph. 

In this paper, we address an analysis problem 
of graph structures: especially, we concentrate on 
the recognition method of composite elements on 
bar graphs. M.H.Lee et al. attempted to recog- 
nize graph composite elements with only the image 
processing technique [5 ] .  On the other hand, the 
main idea in our approach is based on the facts that 
the bar graph has its own layout structure, and that 
the layout structure can be alternatively specified 
under connective/neighboring relationships among 
composite elements. 

In the following sections, we propose a method 
for recognizing composite elements on bar graphs, 
and show the recognition result which was experi- 
mented to evaluate this method. First, we address 
characteristics of the bar graph and its own layout 
structure in Section 2. In Section 3 we propose our 
recognition method of bar graph, and in Section 4, 
the experimental result is reported through some ex- 
periments. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss some 
problems and our future work in our method. 

2 Structure of Bar Graphs 

Our graph recognition process consists of two dif- 
ferent processing phases as shown in Figure 1: the 
first is to extract composite elements, and the sec- 
ond is to classify these elements. This extraction 
phase uses constraint information for the geomet- 
rical features in graph structures, and the classifi- 
cation phase refers to the knowledge of logical re- 
lationships among composite elements and physi- 
cal properties of individual elements in graph r e p  
resentations. In this section, these information and 
knowledge of bar graph are described. 

Figure 2 shows an example of bar graph. In this 
figure, we can observe that the bar graph is com- 
posed mainly of graph area and index area, and 
they are separated by vertical and horizontal axes. 
The graph area is defined'as a region which includes 
graphical picture segments, and the index area is 
defined as the region for accommodating explana- 



Figure 1: Processing flow 

tion and indication data. Namely, in the physical 
view when the vertical axis is depicted in the left- 
side and the horizontal axis is so in the lower-side in 
Figure 2, the right,-upper region is the graph area, 
and another region is the index area. Of course, 
some graphs may have not always these two axes. 
However, we can separate these two areas in many 
cases on the basis of graphical and non-graphical fea- 
tures of individual areas. The bar graph is composed 
of various composite graph primitives: for example, 
some of them are shown in Figure 3. Graph prim- 
itives can be divided into two types: graphical and 
string primitives. 
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Figure 2: An example of bar graph 
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its ow11 layout str~lc,tnrr, and the layolit struc- 
ture can be alternatively specified untlcr conncc- 
tive/neighboring relationships among composite cl- 
ernmts. This knowledge of layout structure is repre- 
sented as a network strlicture, as illustrated partly 
in Figure 4: we call this a layout network. In this 
layout network, nodes indicate individual elements 
in the bar graph and edges indicate the conriec- 
tive/neighboring relationships anlong nodes. The 
underlying nodes in the layout network arc hori- 
zontal and vertical axes, and the network spreads 
toward the verge of the graph. Some composite ele- 
ments also have logical layout relationships: for ex- 
ample, one numerical data always has a relationship 
corresponding to one bar. This relationship is also 
represented as an edge in the layout network(Figure 

5). 
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Figure 4: A layout network(part) 
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Figure 5: Logical relationships(part) 

3 Recognition of Composite Ele- 
ment s 

In this section, two phases in recognizing compos- 

Figure 3: Composite graph elements ite elements are explained. The first phase is done 
by a bottom-up manner with respect to an applica- 

As described in Section 1, the bar graph has tion of image processing techniques, while the second 
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interpretation of layont network. 

3.1 Extraction of Composite Elements 

In this phase, various elements in graph drawings 
are separately decomposed. Composite elements in 
bar graph are divided into two types: graphical 
primitives and string primitives. Graphical primi- 
tives in bar graph, like bars and divisions, are al- 
ways connected to  axes, and exist in the graph area. 
On the other hand, string primit,ives, like index and 
riumcrical data, are not connected to axes, and can 
exist in both of two areas. So, if graph area and 
index area are decomposed and axes are decided, 
primitives in bar graph can be easily decomposed to 
graphical and string ones. First,, vertical axis and 
horizont,al axis are extracted ns the most-left peak 
in the vertical histograni and the most-lower peak 
in horizontal histogram(Figure 6). Then, graph area 
and index area are decomposed with regard to these 
two extracted axes(Figure 7). Next,, other elements 
are divided into graphical primitives which connect 
to axes and string primitives which do not connect 
to axes. In graphical primitives, decomposition pro- 
cessing using the histogram analysis techniques is re- 
peatedly applied to stepwise extracted elements un- 
til the composite elements cannot be further divided 
into other elements. On the other hand, string prim- 
itives are extracted with respect to  the previously 
identified string primitives. 
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Figure 7: Graph area and index area 

out network interpretatively, classifies the elements 
into appropriate graph primitives individually, and 
composes a layout structure as the rccognized result, 
that is named a result netswork. The processing steps 
in this phase is explained in detail as follows: 

1. Search each node in network by the depth or- 
dering. The depth of node is defined as the 
number of edges along the longest path from 
the underlying nodes, which are axes; 

2. Extract composite elements which correspond 
to the parent of searched node from the result 
network. If the element does not exist, then the 
elements which correspond to the grand-parent 
of searched node are extracted. 

3. Select only elements which satisfy the con- 
straint condition from composite elements ex- 
tracted in Step2. Also, extract edges connected 
to searched node (Figure 8), and add them to 
the result network. 
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Figure 8: Condition 

Figure 6: Histograms 

4 Experimental Result 
3.2 Classification of Composite Ele- 

ments 

In this phase, the previously extracted elements 
are distinguished, using a layout network which rep- 
resents the layout knowledge of bar graph struc- 
ture. Namely, this classification procedure checks 
the properties of elements extracted in the first step, 
compares the extracted elements with nodes of lay- 

In this section, we show the experimental result, 
extracted through our method(Tab1e 1). Graph im- 
ages are digitalized in 400 dpi. 10 sheets of bar graph 
images are recognized. Figure 9 shows an example of 
graph images. Figure 10 shows a result of extracted 
composite elements, and Figure 11 shows the result 
network whose nodes are classified and whose rela- 
tionships among them are assigned. 



( A )  . . . No.  of prilnitivrs 
( H )  . . . No.  of drro~nposr~l/classifie~l prirnitivrs 
(C) . . . No. of correctly drromposed/rlassifir~! primitives 

In the extraction phase, there were errors that 
some elements arc looked upon as the same el- 
ement because thcse different elements were con- 
nected mutually. Also, in some strings the strings 
were extracted separately because the characters in 
the strings were detached. 

In the classification phase, there were some er- 
rors that  are same composite  element,^ are classified 
as different elements because the  string is on over 
two lines. Figure 11 shows one of second line in hor- 
izontal indexes is recognized as  names of horizontal 
indexes. 

I 'h axis) I 

it,e elements on bar graphs. However, therc are some 
problems. First, it is necessary t,o reduce the decom- 
position failures, because they disturb from identi- 
fying composite elements sufficiently. Next, it is im- 
portant t o  make the  classification process flexible: 
for example, i t  should be  applicable even in cases 
that  string primitives are over two axes. 
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In this paper, we addressed a recognition method 
of composite elements on bar graphs. As a result, 
our method was adaptable t,o recognize the  compos- 




